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Dear Mr. Phillips: 

An Open Letter 
By RAY BINGEA 
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Congratulations on your successful first season as artistic 
director of the S~adord Shakespearean Festival. As news of your 
ambitious designs arrived, there could well have arisen prophets 
of doom. Maybe the early statements of purpose sounded too much 
like the wrecker's ball of the young efficiency expert. Was 
something worthwhile going in the place of all this that was 
being level ed1 

Well, we know now that there was nothing to worry about. 
Al though you managed to turn St:::a tford ins ide out organizationally ••• 
although you presented "The Comedy of Errors" and "Two Gentlemen 
of Verona" under the proscenium of Stratford's downtown theater, 
the Avon, breaking with a twenty years' tradition of producing 
ghakes?eare on only the Festival 's version of the stage for which 

the bard wrote •••• although you produced Shaw for the first time 
at Stratford and tried a musical, and that an original adaptation 
of Brecht, on the thrust stage of the Festival Theater •• .".in 
spite of all these departures from previous policy (or more 
likely it was because of this not- so-silent revolution) the 
Festival was able to keep head above economy during a tough year. 
In fact, Stratford attracted audiences ·as never before. 

One aspect of the new Shakespearean Festival that especially 
strikes the whimsey of this writer is your early decision to broaden 
the advisorial base of the company. Since this is only being 
realistic, it is devoutly .to be hoped that you will not overlook 
the classroom teacher in your search for the facts. English 
teachers are at least part of theater's hope for the future. They 
also compose a substantial portion of your audience. (One can e 
make new teacher friends at Stratford and see teachers he or she 
may not have seen for years.) Through examinations of literature 
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ossible in the classroom, the teacher can make exciting 
uiscoveries. The opportunity for performing plays is constant. 
The curriculum makes its demands; the necessary bodies are always 
there. 

English teachers wrapped up in their duties of teaching a 
required course ("English is where you read songs in books.") 
could very easily miss some of the fun of plays • • But it is 
possible to experience sorile of this fun right in the classroom. 
The premise is that a scene is no longer a reading exercise but 
a play ·once the action in it has been blocked. Even though only 
parts of a play are treated in this manner, the whole play 
becomes _available to students as a performance because the mode 
of production has been established. 

T_he teacher draws a series of plan views of the front of the 
classrciom (nothing complicated--three lines for the three walls.) 
By populating these plan views with checker-symbol circles, one 
per character, it is possible in successive diagrams to move the 
characters about in the diagrammed classroom space according to 
the teacher/director's concept of the demands of the lines of the 
play. 

Most student groups are quick to walk through a scene, book 
n hand, after the blocking has bem explained. The teacher may 

find himself taking on casting responsibilities to ma~e sure he 
assigns, for example, someone capable of projecting Claudius' .. 
admirable administrative efficiency in the second scene of "Hamlet." 
The teacher asks students , to try out passages, and, of cOu.rse, 
the time involved is not wasted since it is a real part of the 
process of play production. 

Here in the Twin Cities when Sir •Tyrone Guthrie's "Hamlet" 
was in repertory during the inaug_ural year of the theater named 
after him, one student who had i:,een a performance found-himself 
reaching for a comparative production. "They did it this way," 
he said; '"in our 'Hamlet' ~ did it this way," paying the 
technique _the nicest compliment. 

So much for establishing an English teacher's credential of 
play director. The suggested technique is only one way of giving 
the play its ultimate reading--a director's reading, a reading 
in which facial expressions, physical movement, and vocal - tonality 
are a li consider~d. lh the classroom the teacherconfronts the 
problems of the professional .director then • . Indeed, stuck with 
the happy chore of "doing" "Hamlet" year after year, he can be 
what the professional director can never by, a repertorial director 

f the play. 

Teachers who have in some way do.n.e the kind of play analysis 
suggested here may discover a sassy streak in their otherwise 
placid natures. A teacher who puts f0-rtn- such- an effort _may find 
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things they feel should· or should not be a part of a production 
of the play. It is this privilege to be sassy, imagined or real, 
that prompts the following comments on ."Hamlet" ·a production of 
which you are now rehearsing for next summer's season. 

Involved in teaching "Hamlet" through the years, I have come 
to see a different "Hamlet" from the one I keep hearing and reading 
about--the Hamlet of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, A. C. Bradley, and 
Mark Van Doren. , 

It is a Hamlet different from that of the late Sir Tyrone 
Gu':hrie too, altl)ough at ·first when reading his thoughts about 
the play published in the .New York Times Magazine some years ago, 
I didn't think so. The earlier critics have sa id that Hamlet 
procrastinated in his purpose of killing hi s father 's murderer, 
Claudius, each suggesting his own reason for Hamlet"s hes itancy. 
According to Coleridge he was a man too complex to act. He said, 
you'll remember, that Hamlet was a man excessively reflective and 
speculative, whose nature sontrasted with that of the impulsive 
For.tinbras. A. C. Bradley attributed his inaction to melancholy, 
giving careful and scholarly description of the Elizabethan concept 
of that malady. Mark Van Doren finds something in his genius 
that makes him above the acts of revenge. Directors have also 
held such .views. Laurence Olivier saw in Hamlet's reluctanc'e to 
kill Claudius the essential goodness in Hamlet. C 

But Sir Tyrone Guthrie argued with these critics, seeing in 
Hamlet a man very capable of action. He cataloged the many 
instances when Hamlet demonstrated his . ability to act, still 
managing, however, to pas s over the most significant of these acts 
on his way to offering another solution to Hamlet's procrastination. 
The emphasis upon the character of a man of action is a step iri 
the directio.n of the Hamlet I see.~ but this is almost cancelled 
out in Guthrie's return to the idea of a procrastinating Hamlet. 
The solution he sees to this enigma is Hamlet ' s faith in providence 
as found in the "readiness is all" speech in the conversation that 
occurs just b~fore the dueling scene. 

But the one thing I haven't seen or heard in criticism on 
the subject of Hamlet ' s character is the bald s tatement: Hamlet 
killed Claudiu s as soon as he found out the man was guilty~ 
murdering his father. This places the deed in act ,three just 
after the Ellery Queen reenactment of the crime during which 
Hamlet and Horatio watch while Claudius perceptibly cracks, 
revealing his guilt to them. 

Immediately after the play within~ play which marks the 
point at which Hamlet was assured that the ghost appearing to • 
him was not treacherous and that Claudius had indeed killed his 
father, . Polonius enters to report that the Queen wishes to see 
Hamlet. ' .This is only another example of the old man's obsession 
with spying. The spy trap had been set up by him (Act III, 
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f e ne 1) b;fore the actors had performed at court. On his way to 
hi s mothers chamber, Hamlet passes up only one opportunity to 
kill the king. It would have been unthinkable for Hamlet to have 
avenged the death of his father, who had so eloquently described 
his tortti~e in_purgatory, by killing Claudius in , the a c t of praying 
thus sending him to heaven. This would certainly not be the 
Elizabethan concept of revenge. Not long after this, Hamlet's 
fir st real opportunity comes. .In the middle of the intimate 
conversation with this mother in which he hopes to point out to 
her the significance of her marriage to Claudius, Hamlet hears the 
king stirring behind the draperies. The thought s flash through 
h±s mind, "Spying again .... nothing sac red •••• my buddi es , my girl, 
now my mother .... all made dirty by this .... uncl e ." And then he 
kills his uncle, Claudius, the king, behind the drapery, spying 
on him. It is not important here that when he pulls aside the 
curtain, he discovers that the king he killed was really Polonius. 
He acted not with the careful premeditation of a speculative 
thinker. He r eac ted impul s ively ju s t a s he did when he asked the 
players to per:::"ocrn "The Murder of Go::;o;ago," or when he boarded the 
pirates vessel during a sea fight, or wh en he jumped into Orphelia's 
grave, or when he readily accepted a challenge to duel from Laertes 
for the death of whose father and sister he is held responsible. 

Instead of why doesn't Hamlet act, the question becomes why 
oes he act so impulsively. The answer, it seems to me, is in 

the fact that Hamlet, as he says to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
"l k d " H . " ' ' ac s a vancement. ~ is poorly attended' because he is not . in 
P·'"'-'er. As the by-passed Prince , he ha .~ a vantaw upon a ki ngdom 
scrambling for the favors of Claudius, the man in power while it 
aggressively forgets Hamlet, the rightful ruler. And hrs new 
knowledg e of the way of the world mu s t l:e more t han a Lttle 
unsettling. · 

Yes, this Hamlet is capable of acting all right and of 
understanding the significance of his actions, In a finger snap 
he finds in a recorder the image of himself. He detects the 
king spying on him as he talks with his girl. In a withering 
interrogation he determines the treachery of Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern on their first meeting. And he's right about Horatio's 
loyalty. He's dynamite, so don't stand too close or you may end 
up as did Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, Polonius, or the king. 

This is a Hamlet who is capable of carrying things to their 
conclusion. To procure the sealed orders for his death and change 
them to send his erstwhile friends to their doom in his stead he 
becomes first a succes s ful pickpocke t and then a credible for~er. 
• bo~rds t~e pira~es ve s7e l swing~ng from the rigging ala Errol 
~ ynn, he mekes friends with the pirates, causing them to return 
him to Denmark. 

For some reason these feats seem to be readily pushed to the 
back of the director"s and hence the audience's mind. They are 
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presented nondramatically in a letter_ to H~ra~io. Maybe our_ 
non verbal age would benefit from a film-within-a-play at.this 
point. The Avon with its old movies heritage would certain~y 
be the place to try it. No camp here, of course, but a serious 
filming to run behind Horatio' s reading of the letter. 

Another moment often deemphasized is the scene in which the 
dying Hamlet completes the play's all-enco~passing deed, that of 
ietting th~ kingdom right once mo re. The importance o: the 
scene is in its significance to Hamlet, the man of action. Not 
only does he save Horatio's life, he also fulfills ~is re solve 
to set the kingdom right. He does not allow the poison to. 
complete its work by killing the true story of Hamlet and his 
father of which is now the only guardian. What would hav e 
happened had Horatio been s ilenced by the poison and the cronies 
of Polonius, Rosencrantz, and Guildenstern been allowed to . 
perpetuate the liE. and continue the corrupt g~vernmen t? Conceivably 
a brooding Byronic Hamlet might we lcome Horatio to a d~a~h_pact, 
but never a Hamlet who felt acutely hi s larger responsibility to 
his people. The subtitle is important; Haml et was truly the 
Prince of Denmark. How the tragedy grows when this is clarified! 

There have been production s in which an empty plastic challice 
clunked unsymbolically to the boards and a plaster ring ;lunked ., 
from that as Hamlet knocked the challice out of Horatio s hand s . 
Wouldn't ~t be appropriate to build this moment with care, giving 
it the emphasis it deserves? The challice cou ld be a~ important 
gonging metal challic~, for example, that splatter~ wine_al~ over 
the stage. All the better if. the feet of the soldier~ lifting 
their tragic burden slip about in the venom that has infected 
the kingdom. 

But what about those soliloqu:,s in which Hamlet condemns 
himself for inaction? In the "O what a rogu e and peasant s lave 
am I" soliloquy (Act II scene 2), for example, he sees himsel: 
a coward and a villain for his inaction. But the cue for action 
has not yet been·given, the determination beyond a doubt of 
Claudius' guilt. These a~e the words of a man who is fru strated 
by his own scruples, the only thing standing i~ the way of revenge. 

The "How all occasions do ·'inform against me" soliloquy is 
still another expression of helpless frustration even though it 
occurs after he is s ure of his facts. Here is Fortinbras, a 
prince who inspires armies to give their live s for the bubble of 
honor. Yet he, Hamlet cannot avenge hi s father's murder. Hamlet 
is reminded of his inaction by Fortinbras, and it hurts. 

But the pain is the fru~tration of a pri soner. Claudius, an 
adequate administrator, will not permit his life to be endangered 
twice. We know ~ow many chances an a ssass in ge ts, and Hamlet 
had had his chance. A useful heightening of this is the contrast 
between the imprisoned Hamlet with the King's agents very much 
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in evidence giving him no privacy and the freedom of Hamlet when 
• returns to Denmark. Hamlet i s , of course, aware of his 
impr:sonment now much more than during his fir st conversation 
with Ro sencrantz and Guild enst ern when he complained that Denmark 
was a prison. His la s t conve~sation with Horatio expressed no 
hint of the fa ct that during thi s , his s econd opportunity to 
kill Claudius (the duel sc ene is the fir s t time Hamlet sees 
Claudius after the graveyard scene\ he woul d kill the king. But 
a r eason for thi s silence stand s in the wings in the constant 
presence of the king's informe rs. Haml et could also be protecting 
Horatio from the dangers involved in an assassination attempt. 

This type of Hamlet augments the usua l strain upon the cast
ing director. Forgetting the exe ges is ab;ut Hamlet's age, this 
is a youthful Hamlet rather than a profess ional student who is 
big with the unde rgradua te s ba<k in Wittenbetg. The ~roblem. is 
getting the youthful ac tor who can fulfill the requirements of 
the role. The actor wi th the yo uth to portray this Hamlet 
would hardly have developed the .skills or reputation to be given 
the role. 

This Haml et s hould be physically impressive. There can be 
little doubt that he will make a ghost of anyone who would try 
to stop i,im from seeing the ghost of his father. His rapier 
- rds to Rosencrantz a nd Guildenstern that cut straight to the 
bone of their guilt could well be backed with a frig~tening, 
though contai~ed, vi sceral anger. 

Well, why not? Why couldn't such a Hamlet live on the 
boards of the Avon? Probably a.ll the reasons that tradition and 
scholarship could muster. But any way yo; look at it, I'm 
anxious to experience what you're cooking up for us thi s time. 

Best wishes for annther fine seas on •••• and· another •••• and 
another •••• and another . 

• 
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Very truly yours, 
Raymond Bingea 
1554 Chamber Street 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
55106 




